AVIONICS TOOLS
KLEIN WIRE STRIPPERS / CUTTERS
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BIG BLUE CRIMPER
Klein wire strippers and cutters cut, strip, gauge and loop a wide range
of wire types and sizes. Made of strong, hardened steel with comfortable
handles, these tools are durable and long lasting.
Part No.
Description
Price
Strips 16 to 26 AWG stranded wire, easy-to-read
12-00234 wire gauge markings, comfortable handles with
cushion ridges.
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$16.85

Solid and Stranded. Double-dipped comfort grips
with curved handles, cuts, strips, loops and gauges
12-00236 20-30 AWG solid wire and 22-32 AWG stranded
$21.50
wire, cleanly shears 6-32 & 8-32 screws, coil
spring provides fast, self-opening action.

Solid and Stranded. Double-dipped comfort grips
with curved handles, cuts, strips, loops and gauges
12-00235 10-18 AWG solid wire and 12-20 AWG stranded
$21.99
wire, cleanly shears 6-32 & 8-32 screws, coil
spring provides fast, self-opening action.
Strips 10 to 18 AWG solid wire, easy-to-read wire
12-00233 gauge markings, comfortable handles with cushion $13.95
ridges.

SUPERCHAMP IV CRIMPING TOOL
The professional quality crimping tool. This versatile
hand tool has crimping dies for insulated an uninsulated
terminals and splices in wire sizes No. 22 to No. 10
AWG. It has a terminal locator to position insulated terminals during
crimping and an in-nose cutter for tight locations. This tool is a wire
stripper and has a built-in heavy duty bolt cutter. Color coded dies in
tool nose correspond to color on terminal insulation sleeve to insure die
selection. A stud gauge and wire stripping gauge are important on the
tool body. Cushioned handles. Made in the U.S.A.
P/N 604252-1............$19.85

BANTAM ROTA-CRIMP TOOL
The AMP Bantam Rota-Tool crimps uninsulated terminals and splices for No. 8 to 1/0 sizes. The correct
die position is selected by rotating dies to correct AWG number. Dies are
fixed in tool to avoid loss. Compact, rugged and easy to handle. 15” long.
Wt. 5 lbs. Not for certified Aircraft use.
P/N 601075..........$1,775.00

The Daniels AF8 has virtually limitless
application within the specified wire
range of 12 thru 26 AWG. Over 1,000
turret heads or positioners are available to adapt the tool frame to your
specific military or proprietary contact/
wire combination. The eight impression crimp, which is standard in the AF8, assures absolute maximum
tensile strength with almost every closed barrel contact. The precision
ratchet controls cycling on the tool in both directions of handle movement. This assures the same, accurate crimp every time. It’s like having
a quality control inspector at every work station.
P/N 11-04442........................$399.00

AMP PRO CRIMPER II HAND TOOL
The PRO-CRIMPER II Hand Tool provides the versatility
of general-purpose service of general-purpose service
tools along with the reliability and ease of use of many
premium-grade tools For versatility, 75 die sets (available separately) are interchangeable, including those for
open-barrel contacts and terminals. Additionally, many of these die sets
have multiple cavities for crimping a variety of contact or terminal sizes.
Pro Crimper II 58433-3....................P/N 12-01379........... $144.95
O-Crimp Die 58435-1......................P/N 12-01380........... $320.00
Hex Crimp Die 58436-1...................P/N 12-01381........... $195.95
Pin & Socket 58495-2.....................P/N 12-01382........... $178.75

CRIMPING/CUTTING TOOL
This tool is designed to crimp insulated and noninsulated 10 to 20 AWG solderless terminals &
connectors. It has easy-to-read tool markings to
identify the insulated or noninsulated crimping
dies. Its tapered nose design works well in tight places and has specially
hardened cutter in th nose for quick, clean cuts. Size: 9.75”. Lifetime
warranty................................................ P/N 12-00698................... $39.95

CRIMPMASTER CRIMP TOOL FRAME
Crimpmaster Crimp Tool Frame Only. 1.26lb.
30-506 Crimp tool.................. P/N 11-08686.. $94.50
Die Set Hex for the 30-506.... P/N 11-08687.. $45.50

CRIMPMASTER™ CRIMP TOOL

for #22 to #10 AWG (.324mm2 - 5.261mm2)
Insulated Ring Tongue Terminals and Splices
Features: Provides good and consistent crimp
every time, Dies change quickly and easily with
a screwdriver, Interchangeable dies provide versatility in a single tool,
Cushioned, comfort-grip handles
30-500 Crimp tool........................................... P/N 11-08688........$109.75

CRIMP TOOL (HX4) CRIMP TOOLS
BALLPOINT HEX SOCKET DRIVER

PS

LITTLE BLUE CRIMPER
The Daniels AFM8 is designed for most of the
miniature and sub-miniature connector types
that are so widely used in all types of electronic
systems. Originally developed for the Air Force,
the AFM8 meets the need for a miniature tool
accommodating wire sizes 20 thru 32 AWG. The
cycle controlled precision ratchet assures consistently accurate crimps
every time. The tool has a built-in eight step selector knob for ease in
dialing the correct crimp depth setting for the wire being used.
Little Blue Crimper..................................... P/N 11-04443........... $342.00
Adapter K13-1 For Low Density Pins........ P/N 11-12211............. $67.80
Adapter K42 For High Density Pins.......... P/N 11-12212............. $67.75

3/32" Ballpoint Hex Socket Driver for use on hex head screws and nuts.
*This tool is commonly used
with most avionics units like
Honeywell Bendix/King and
Garmin.
P/N 12-02063................... $5.55

BV

QUICK SHOT AVIONICS
REFERENCE MANUAL
Quick Shot is a compact, rugged binder type manual which
shows detailed wire pin-outs for a wide variety of general
aviation avionics equipment. Each page is removable and
very durable. The wiring diagrams in Quick Shot Volume
1 include Apollo/UPS, Bendix, Garmin, Icom, Sandel MidContinent Instruments and Avionics, Sigtronics, United, Telex, David
Clark, PS Engineering, Narco, Val, and many more.
P/N 11-01623............................ $56.50

770

The DMC HX4 Crimp tool features a system of
interchangeable dies which eliminate the need of
separate fixed die crimp tools for each and every different application.
Many maintenance and manufacturing concerns have standardized on
this model, thus eliminating the cost associated with maintainaing and
calibrating bulky inventories of single purpose tools. Length: 11” Weight:
11 oz.
H4X Crimp Tool...................................................P/N 11-08690...$309.00
Die set 5-24 AWG...............................................P/N 11-08691...$185.75

HAND CRIMP TOOL GMT232
The GMT232 Hand Crimp Tool crimps low profile
environmental splices. The GMT232 is the most
popular tool to cover the range of 12 (yellow),
16 (blue), and 20 (red) splices for low profile environmental splice
applications. The GMT232 has a locator which is configured to hold the
splice in the correct location while either wire is being terminated. This
tool is comparable to the popular Tyco AD1377.
P/N 11-08692..............$197.75
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